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ABOUT 
OUR COMPANY

We understand that the toughest environments require the toughest garments. 
That is why we place continued emphasis on innovation, research and
development, ensuring that our protective workwear always
meets the highest standards.

John Jacobs
Managing Director
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1882 Woodstock,
Cape Town, RSA

In partnership with 
UK based Lybro Ltd, 
Sweet-Orr and Lybro 
is formed and set up 
in Cape Town.

Elsies River, 
Cape Town, RSA

Sweet-Orr moves 
into a modern 
manufacturing 
plant of 5500sqms 
and a production 
capacity of 3500 
garments per day.

Wappingers Falls, 
New York, USA

6 ladies at 6 sewing 
machines turn out 
the first pairs of 
commercial overalls.

Newburgh, 
New York , USA

Sweet-Orr moves to a 
new factory due to 
rapid growth.

Starts exporting 
garments to miners in 
South Africa.

Close to 150 years, 
“We never let you 
down” remains our 
motto as we continue 
to supply superior 
protective workwear 
to the world.



In the line of duty when dealing with volatile, flammable, dangerous, and unhygienic materials and fluids the 
occasional spill or burn is a harsh and hindering reality.

You need functional and hardwearing protective wear that will rise to the occasion, so you can 
maintain focus every step of the way.

Sweet-Orr acid repellant, flame retardant and flame acid protective wear minimises risks 
in potentially hazardous work environments where low visibility, heat and 
contaminants persist.



Acid Repellant
     Fabrication

Our Acid Repellant garments are made for everyday use. 
They comply with local and international safety standards 
and are easy to wear.

Acids and corrosive chemicals break down many 
substances. Our quality fabrication and focused 
assembly minimise wear and tear, extending the lifespan 
of our garments.

In addition to providing everyday protection, our acid repellant 
garments prevent serious injuries when faced with accidental 
splashes and spills.



Why do acids pose a risk?

FEATURES BENEFITS

Why use Acid Repellant fabrication?          

Though many domestic acids, like acetic acid are relatively harmless, many of the highly concentrated acids, such as hydrochloric acid, utilised in manufacturing and 
cleaning processes pose a serious risk to those working with them - even in the smallest doses.
 
Acid repellant fabrics create a barrier between workers and acids, eliminating the risks that acids pose when they come into contact with human skin.

Acids are vital agents in various industries, but can be seriously harmful to those who work with them. Acid-repellant workwear is a critical line of 
defence against at-work injuries. Acid spills can have devastating effects on property and the environment, and can even cause the loss of a life.

 
Workwear, uniforms and gloves that can resist the harmful effects of acid exposure, repelling acid splashes and preventing serious acid burns, are an essential 

safety requirement. Supporting many of the country’s biggest industrial companies, Sweet-Orr has been trusted with supplying protective wear garments that are 
comfortable, durable, malleable, and functional.

Sweet-Orr’s range of acid repellant clothing protects users 
from a wide variety of acids.

The versatility of acid repellant fabrics allows us to produce 
a broad range of items, suitable for various environments.

Acid Repellant workwear is durable and requires minimal 
maintenance.

The construction of acid workwear is carefully executed 
to avoid creating vulnerability at the seams.

Acid Repellant workwear comes in an array of designs, to 
accommodate pockets and other practical features 
required by various professions.

Acid Repellant workwear protects your employees against 
acid burns.

Acid Repellant workwear will not corrode when it comes 
into contact with acid.

Sweet-Orr Acid Repellant workwear is strong enough to 
protect against a wide range of corrosive chemicals.

Sophisticated fabrication has made it possible to ensure 
that many acid repellant garments are comfortable to wear.

Protective wear allows workers time to react and minimise 
accidents that may have devastating consequences.



Acid Repellant
    Tough protection against
        corrosive substances

Acids and corrosive chemicals pose a great safety risk in many environments. Our Acid Repellant 
(AR) collection protects against harsh and corrosive substances.

Though natural fibres are the most comfortable to wear, plant fibres are cellulose based and animal fibres are protein based. Both 
cellulose and protein are vulnerable to acidic substances and may be porous once assembled, making them even more vulnerable 

to penetration. Many manmade materials are inherently acid repellent, but fall short when it comes to comfort.
 

Chemical treatment has become the cutting-edge solution to protect our workforces. Chemically-treated fabrics have 
become a staple in the industrial space and are not only safe to wear, but also defensive. Chemically treating a 

variety of textiles to give them maximum protection against exposure to corrosive substances has revolutionised 
acid-repellant workwear.

 
This technological advance has enabled us to take comfortable hard-wearing materials like cotton, 

polyester and viscose and give them the properties required to repel acid splashes, without 
compromising quality, comfort or functionality.

Our
    Methodology



At Sweet-Orr we benchmark our continuous improvement processes against world class standards and maintain 
national and international quality standards. 

 Our Acid Repellant clothing complies with the following standards:

EN 14325: 2004
Chemical protective fabric

EN ISO 6530: 2005
Acid Repellant fabric Class 3 of ISO 65530:2005 is part of EN 14325:2004

CERTIFICATIONS

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS

OUR RANGE Fabric choice is just one component of ensuring an item is acid repellent; the way a garment is assembled is a 
critical part of its strength. When sourcing materials for our garments, we opt for high-quality products from 
experienced and specialised manufacturers and ensure that seams are sewn and bound correctly.
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Get in touch

Cape Town Head Office
Cnr 8th Ave and 16th Street, Elsies River
Office: +27 21 932 6921

Johannesburg Regional Office
Shop N4, K90 Centre,
Cnr North Rand and Rondebult Roads, 
Jansen Park, Boksburg
Office: +27 11 791 3161

INFO@SWEET-ORR.COM

Manufactured using Flame Retardant (FR) and 
Inherently Flame Retardant (IFR) materials, we have a 
broad range of garments that can take the heat in 
low-risk and high-risk environments.

Acids and corrosive chemicals pose a great safety risk in 
many environments. Our Acid Repellant (AR) collection 
protects against harsh and corrosive substances.

When comfort is key you can count on cotton. Our J54 and 
D59 fabricated garments are made from 100% cotton to 
provide reliable everyday protection and durability in 
low-risk environments.

Working double duty, our Flame Acid range boasts Flame 
Retardant (FR) and Acid Repellant (AR) properties for use in 
complex environments with multiple safety risks.

Fabricated in flame-resistant materials, the Sweet-Orr Arc 
Flash range is designed with electrical engineers in mind – 
giving the wearer protection from flames and heat in the 
event of an electrical arc flash or thermal hazard.

OUR FABRICATIONS:


